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**WK12345 * Indicates This Work Item has a Collaboration Area**

Active standards under the jurisdiction of F30

**F1031-00(2012) Standard Practice for Training the Emergency Medical Technician (Basic)**

Status: Current


Status: Ballot Action Required

**F1149-93(2008) Standard Practice for Qualifications, Responsibilities, and Authority of Individuals and Institutions Providing Medical Direction of Emergency Medical Services**

Status: Ballot Action Required

WK39594 (Technical Contact: Jennifer Bernsen)

**F1177-02(2009) Standard Terminology Relating to Emergency Medical Services**
Status: Review for Ballot

**F1220-95(2006)** Standard Guide for Emergency Medical Services System (EMSS) Telecommunications

Status: Overdue
Note: Standard needs to be revised or reapproved by December 31st of next year or it will be withdrawn.


Status: Overdue
Note: Standard needs to be revised or reapproved by December 31st of next year or it will be withdrawn.

**F1229-01(2012)** Standard Guide for Qualification and Training of EMS Air Medical Patient Care Providers

Status: Current

**F1255-90(2008)** Standard Practice for Performance of Prehospital Automated Defibrillation

Status: Ballot Action Required


Status: Ballot Action Required


Status: Ballot Action Required

**F1258-95(2006)** Standard Practice for Emergency Medical Dispatch
Status: Overdue
Note: Standard needs to be revised or reapproved by December 31st of next year or it will be withdrawn.


Status: Current


Status: Ballot Action Required


Status: Review for Ballot


Status: Current

F1288-90(2009) Standard Guide for Planning for and Response to a Multiple Casualty Incident

Status: Review for Ballot
WK22468 (Technical Contact: Joseph Phillips)


Status: Ballot Action Required


Status: Current

Status: Ballot Action Required


Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.


Status: Review for Ballot


Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.


Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.


Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.

Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.


Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.

F1560-00(2006) Standard Practice for Emergency Medical Dispatch Management

Status: Overdue
Note: Standard needs to be revised or reapproved by December 31st of next year or it will be withdrawn.

F1616-95(2009) Standard Guide for Scope of Performance of First Responders Who Practice in the Wilderness or Delayed or Prolonged Transport Settings

Status: Review for Ballot


Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.


Status: Review for Ballot


Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.

Status: Current

**F1654-95(2012)** Standard Guide for Training and Evaluation of Individuals Who are Responsible for or Perform Triage in a Prehospital Environment

Status: Current

**F1655-95(2007)** Standard Guide for Training First Responders Who Practice in Wilderness, Delayed, or Prolonged Transport Settings

Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.


Status: Current


Status: Overdue
Note: In the absence of other ballot action, Regulations require automatic ballot for withdrawal.


Status: Review for Ballot

**F2076-01(2006)** Standard Practice for Communicating an EMS Patient Report to Receiving Medical Facilities

Status: Overdue
Note: Standard needs to be revised or reapproved by December 31st of next year or it will be withdrawn.

Status: Review for Ballot

F2318-04 Standard Specification for Rotary Wing Basic Life Support, Advanced Life Support, and Specialized Medical Support Air Ambulances

Status: Imminent Withdrawal
See WK27042 * (Technical Contact: Pete Chambers)
Note: In the absence of successful ballot action, Regulations require automatic withdrawal of this standard.

F2319-04 Standard Specification for Fixed Wing Basic Life Support, Advanced Life Support, and Specialized Medical Support Air Ambulances

Status: Imminent Withdrawal
See WK38684 * (Technical Contact: Pete Chambers) Ballot F30 (12-02) Item 001;
Note: In the absence of successful ballot action, Regulations require automatic withdrawal of this standard.


Status: Current

Proposed new standards under the jurisdiction of F30

WK23835 New Specification for Environmental, Operational and Logistical Requirements for Medical Equipment Used in Mass Casualty Events (Technical Contact: Leslie Sherman)

WK27973 New Specification for Environmental Performance of Medical Equipment for use on Fixed and Rotary-Wing Aircraft (Technical Contact: Pete Chambers)
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